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  How to update Linux Mint to Mint 21





As far as I am concerned, Linux Mint is the stylish desktop around. Note, I did not say stylish Linux desktop, I said desktop, and I mean it. Why? Because its Cinnamon interface is easy to learn and use. It runs snappily on PCs that would choke on Windows 11. And it's presto, secure, and works well. still, upgrading from one major release to another? That is not so easy. But you can do it if you follow these step- by- step instructions.
 
Let me give you a word of advising first. This upgrade isn't for you if you've noway used a Linux outstation. While you can just click your way to upgrading from Mint20.x to a newer interpretation of Mint20.x, that is not the case then. This is, as Mint's principal Clement" Clem" Lefebvre said, a" major update," which" can take several hours."
Accoutrements demanded USB Pen Drive
Estimated time1 Hour.
 
Update and backup
see also
How to open websites as apps with Firefox on Linux
Linux 101 How to produce a zip train in Linux
How to use the scp command in Linux
How to install Linux operations from the command line
How to enable Linux on your Chromebook( and why you should)
To get started, run Update Manager to get your system up to date. Since I've mine set to run every two hours, that is not a problem for me. But if you are not in the habit of running it automatically, you may have a many twinkles of elevation to go through before moving on to the coming step.
First, before upgrading anything, make a backup of your system and lines with the Provisory Tool. generally, when I back up my Mint PC, I just make a backup of my particular lines. utmost of us do it that way. But since you are streamlining the entire system, including your operations, this time, you should also back up your software selections. That way, if commodity goes seriously wrong, you will be suitable to get back to where you started.
 
Next, use Timeshift to make a system image. With this, you can recover your system from lower drastic problems.
Download and burn
Now download the live Linux Mint 21 ISO and burn it to a USB stick with at least 4GBs ofstorage.However, you can bobble from this USB stick, If your computer does not bobble duly with Mint 21. also, once your computer is back over and running, you can launch Boot Repair to fix your charge sequence.
 
still, reboot from the stick, and launch Timeshift, If that does not work. The Timeshift program will also overlook your drives for your system images from the live session. Once you find the image you just made, you can restore your computer using the shot image. This way, you will be back to your earlier interpretation of Mint.
OK, enough of the worrisome stuff. I believe it's better to be safe than sorry, but I have done numerous Mint upgrades, and I have yet to run into any show- stopping problems. Let's get started on the factual upgrade.
 
Get set up for the installation
Your first step is to bring your outstation up. Yes, we need to use a many shell commands. Do not sweat it. There is nothing to it.
 
Just enter the following commands
$ apt update
 
apt install mintupgrade
The first command ensures your computer will use the most recent lines for your upgrade. The alternate command installs the program that will manage the update itself.
 
also you get the show on the road by running
$ sudo mintupgrade
 
That is it for all the shell commands. Linux is hard, is not it?
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SAFETY FIRST





Rigorously Tested




We spare no expense to make sure everything runs smoothly.
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Here's our first troop of adventurers!
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A sentence or two describing this item. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet.
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